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Glossary 
 
List of terms used in this white-paper is discussed below with their respective 
explanation for better understanding of prospectus. 
 
999 coin 
Name and Acronym of Virtual Currency  
 
Ethereum  
Decentralized platform capable of executing smart contracts and applications 
using block chain.  
 
Exchanges 
Platform that arbitrates purchase and sales of crypto coins.  
 
ERC20  
Standard token created on Ethereum block chain which can be exchanged with 
another ERC 20 token. Also, ERC 20 tokens can be easily integrated into block 
chain wallets and exchange platform. 
 
KYC  
Exchange users are identified with Institutional policies with an eye to combat 
money laundering and the finance of terrorism.  
 
Smart Contracts 
A programming platform intended to digitally promote, verify or enforce the 
negotiation or performance of contracts.   
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999 Coin 
A Virtual asset launched through ICOs, used to access goods and services after 
implementation of the projects organized by the issuing company. 
 
Wallet  
Store Currency in your Online wallet. 
 
Trading Pairs 
Trade among the different kinds of cryptocurrency calculating the value of 
cryptocurrency while negotiation of purchase and sale.    
  
Scope and Mission 
 
Block chain technology is the newborn technology that generates an entirely new 
economy related to Crypto assets. It expands extremely and the coins thrive an 
important role in offering a new-sprung way to transfer the assets quickly in a 
transparent way that means without any mediator. By CoinMarketCap, it is 
expected to reach the capitalization of crypto asset as USD 5 trillion in the year 
of 2025. Recently, the crypto asset market is extended due to its consistent 
emerging market and the interest that is augmented towards crypto assets from 
the investors and the entrepreneurs. Google unlatched internet value via 
organizing world information. Similarly, 999 coin will likely unlatch the value of 
block chain technology for several online platforms. Several conventional 
platforms are bestowed but lag in delivering relevant solution for the small and 
mid-cap market. This platform has been configured for modernizing payment 
solutions, facilitating access for entrepreneurs, upgrading traditionally illiquid 
and expensive processes for exchanging SMEs investment. 
 
999-coin project is transparent to every single participants, which operates on 
distributed ledger platform. In order to develop the cryptocurrency market, 999 
corporations have been configured. With its subsequent launch, can be utilized 
for distinct platform acting as an entity and it can also integrate into 
unparalleled ecosystem. A free crypto exchange and e-Payment platform can be 
created with this 999 coin while concerning user’s payment solution. 999 coin 
helps consumers to pay their billings, online shopping and trading sites products 
through their own/partner’s wallets. Furthermore, retailers and leading financial 
providers are the dealers with whom we have our close business dealings. 999 
exchange platform provides the easy payment platforms linking PayPal, visa 
card, master card, American express, transact with inside and online shops 
cryptocurrencies Exchanges. An exchange platform is strongly made including 
cryptocurrencies and stable currencies with no fees, you can list your currency, 
only trading fees. The ultimate goal of this project is to procure a quick fund 
raising scheme, make online and in-store purchases using their 999 wallets & 
Partners wallets, trade and manage funds and as well as exchange 999 Coin with 
other coins at profitable rates.  
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Marketing 
 
Online marketing/Advertising programs  
 
Our professionals are highly skilled in managing the campaigns aimed at 
capturing huge users and inevitable exchanges within a shorter.    
 
Finance marketing  
 
Reputed companies across the world are undertaking our extraneous auditing 
services which facilitates trust and exhibit transparency to our user community.   
 
SEO  
 
999 coin be the top search results of Google with our expert search engine 
optimization, resulting in targeted traffic that reaches our platform.  
 
Quick rise in funds 
 
999 coin beneath ERC 20 standard is relatively new-sprung which creates 
curiosity among the people to invest in it while comparing with other 
cryptocurrencies and mining coins.  
 
Programming  
 
Experienced web development team has taken much effort to implement the 
best payment solutions and develop best app related transaction services with 
block chain network.    
 
Road map  
 
2019 start the project mode and implement all the requisite tools and go life. 

2020 kickoff the sales, giveaway, marketing, start e-commerce platform. 

2021finish the listing procedures and commence our own exchange platform  

2022 legalize all the operations and start out the trading concern with retailers.  

2023 audit all the work-flow and improve the security and infrastructure of 999. 
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Use of Coin  
 
999 Coin is Based on Ethereum ERC20 technology, it brings scalability and 
security to users, and will reach the market with the prospect of revolutionizing 
the definition of exchanges. An exclusive benefit like progressive discounts on 
the brokerage fee will be afforded to acknowledged coin holders. Moreover, 
while buying online and transferring the cash you will get huge discounts from 
the retailers. This will add best quality service and speed when approving user 
deposits and withdrawals. 
 
Coin Allocation 
 
%20 Bonuses and Reservations 

%10 Advisers 

%50 Distributed to the Community. 

%20 Team and Founders 

 
COIN INFORMATION 
 
Coin Name    - 999 Coin (999) 

Cost of 1 999 Coin - 0.2 $ 

Circulating Supply - 999,999,999 (999) 

Max Supply   - 999,999,999 (999) 

Total Supply   - 999,999,999 (999) 

Payment Method  - ETHEREUM (ETH), OTHER CRYPTOCURRENCIES, Fait 

Currencies. 

Adaptable Issuance - ISSUENCE OF NEW COINS IS NOT ALLOWED AND GET 

DESTROYED IF IT IS NOT SOLD.  

Pre sales    - 100,000,000   999 

Pre-Sale Start   - 01/01/2020 
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Our team and advisors  
 
As crypto currency market is evolving, there are huge business deals under this 
platform. But most of them could not transfer their white paper to real business 
because of not having business experts. Our team members is corporate level 
professionals in finance, audit, marketing, programming, projects ,investment , 
we also in a joint venture with corporate’s , that means most of our work follows 
corporate standards and procedures, we have a deal with strongest IT companies 
for the programming & IT work , Oracle for finance & operations , Big 4 for audit 
, our finance team is long-familiar in business for last 20 years , the founder is 
leading the finance team for financial plans ,budget , cash flow, work in 
progress, we believe this company owned by coin holders , the funds is 
controlled by very strong team , also our sales team holding strong experience in 
crypto currency sales , and financial services products too, as our primary 
concern is business not for selling Coins, we will request overflowing list from 
our HR department for the full staff which will be appreciated by all. 
 We are serving around 30 years of experience in Risk management and 
insurance, the database is very lengthy and as we clarified our target is the 
business module which will assist the Coin holders to stand top in the business 
market. We have in house investment department dealing with corporates, 
investors, clients. We have a group team for providing weekly reports for the 
business plans and key performance indicators (KPI) are utilized as well. Our 
internal policies and procedures provides enormous supports to our business. 
 
 
Contact Details 
 
Project Links 
Telegram Group: https://t.me/Coin999Group 
Telegram Channel: https://t.me/coin99nine 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/coin99nine 
Site link: https://coin999.cash 
 
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/999-coin/ 
 
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/999?utm_content=999&utm_medium=search_coin
&utm_source=coingecko 
 
https://etherscan.io/token/0xbf05571988dAaB22D33C28bbB13566eae9DeE626 


